
555  GOLF  ACADEMY 

‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 
 

 

THE HUMAN TETHER BALL POLE CONCEPT 
‘This Is A Very Useful And Appropriate Golf Concept’ 

 

This baseline ‘555 Problem Solving Concept’ is about the school playground game called 

‘Tether Ball’. You know the one that has a tall pole in the ground, swivel on top with a 

rope and tether ball attached. The object of the game is to make the ball go ‘Round & 

Round’ the pole, ‘Orbiting’, until the rope completely winds up and the ball touches the 

pole. It is a two party game. The person who gets the rope and ball wound up in his 

direction wins.    

 

The ‘Tether Ball Pole’ necessarily creates relatively consistent ‘3 Dimensional Stability’.  

 

The ‘Golf Human Tether Ball Pole’ is also about ‘Rotational Core Stability’. It is about 

‘Lower Body Machine’ performance on a ‘Round & Round or Slightly Inclined Plane’. 

This produces all the ‘Horizontal Motion Of The Body and Clubhead’.  

 

Stability is important in the ‘Human Machine’ since the ‘Hands, Arms and Golf Club’ 

orbit around the ‘Body Core or Engine’ which, if it is not stable, produces unreliable 

‘Clubhead PATH and PLANE … Orbital Motion’. Variables are problematic! Any 

unreliability proves troublesome when we are attempting to create precise ‘IMPACT & 

SEPARATION’ between the ‘Sweet Spot of the Clubhead and the Bottom Inside Cheek 

Of The Little White Ball’. (see ‘BIC’ or ‘OPA’) 

 

 ‘The Golfing Body Machine Is Very Much Like This School-Yard Tether Ball 

Pole’. It has a bottom (‘Feet’) and a top (‘Head & Shoulders’) to which ‘Two Ropes 

(‘Arms & Golf Club’) are attached. We call them ‘Lever Assemblies’. They include the 

‘Target Lever Assembly’ (‘Target Side Shoulder Socket, Upper Arm, Elbow, Forearm, 

Wrist, Hand (‘Primary Lever’) and the actual ‘Golf Club’ (‘Secondary Lever’). The other 

side is called the ‘Brace Lever Assembly’. It is on the ‘Push Side Of The Machine’ and 

has the same ‘Components’, less the ‘Golf Club’. 

 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

 “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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